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Strictly stationary random sequences are constructed which satisfy <{>-mixing (and even a slightly stronger 
mixing condition) with an arbitrarily fast mixing rate (but not m-dependence), but which cannot be 
represented as an instantaneous function of a strictly stationary real Harris recurrent Markov chain. The 
examples here are a modification of similar ones constructed earlier by Berbee and the author which 
had an exponential mixing rate. 
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1. Introduction 
This note is an addendum to an earlier paper by Henry Berbee and the author [2]. 
It is motivated by a paper of Bryc [ 4], in which theorems on large deviations were proved 
for strictly stationary real {0-mixing sequences whose dependence coefficients rp(n) 
(defined in ( 1.3) below) satisfied the following mixing rate: 
'v'a>O, cf>(n)=o(e-an) as n~oo. (1.1) 
Large deviation results have also been proved by a number of people for random 
sequences having some kind of an underlying (non-trivial) Markovian structure, 
for example an 'instantaneous function' of an (in some sense) 'irreducible' Markov 
chain. See e.g. Deuschel and Stroock [5], Donsker and Varadhan [6], or Ney and 
Nummelin [7]. 
The purpose of this note is to construct a class of examples to indicate that Bryc's 
assumption (1.1) apparently does not seem to imply such Markovian assumptions. 
The examples constructed here are a modification of similar examples constructed 
by Berbee and the author [2]. In those examples, the fastest mixing rate achieved 
was exponential but not faster, i.e. not satisfying (1.1). 
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It is easy to verify that the examples constructed here and in [2] also fail to satisfy 
the 'ratio-mixing' assumption used in large deviation results by Orey and Pelikan [9]. 
Suppose X:= (Xk> k E 7L) is a strictly stationary sequence of real-valued random 
variables on a probability space ( .fl, YF, P). For -oo !S J !S L !S oo let YF]' denote the 
<T-field of events generated by (Xb J !S k !S L). For <T-fields si and 913 c YF, define 
the following measures of dependence: 
<f>(si,OO):=supiP(BIA)-P(B)I, AEsi, BEOO, P(A)>O, 
* ._ P(An B) 
1/J (si, 913) .-sup P(A). P(B), A E si, BE 00, P(A)P(B) > 0. 
By replacing the event B by its complement if necessary, one sees that in the 
definition of 4>(si, 913) the absolute value signs are unnecessary, and it follows 
trivially that 
4>(si, 913) !S 1/J*(si, 913) -1. (1.2) 
For each n = 1, 2, 3, ... define the corresponding mixing coefficients for the sequence X: 
<f>(n) = 4>(X, n) := <f>(YF~oo, YF~), 
1/J*( n) = 1/J*(X, n) := 1/J*( Yft~oo, YF~). 
(1.3) 
The (strictly stationary) sequence X is said to be ¢-mixing if <f>(n)~o as n~oo, 
and 1/J*-mixing if l/J*(n)~1 as n~oo. By (1.2), 1/J*-mixing implies ¢-mixing. 
Now let us turn our attention to Markov chains. In what follows, we shall repeat 
discussions and notations in [2]. We shall consider only strictly stationary real 
Markov chains. The restriction to real state space is not a severe one; for our 
purposes it covers any state space that imbeds bimeasurably into the real line, and 
in particular it covers countable state spaces. 
Suppose Y:= ( Yb k E 7L) is a strictly stationary real Markov chain. Let 1r(B), 
BE :Jl, denote its (invariant) marginal distribution. Here '!ll denotes the <T-field of 
Borel subsets of the real line IR. For each n > 1 let pn ( x, B), x E IR, BE 2/l, denote the nth 
iterate of a given regular transition probability for Y. This Markov chain Y is said to 
be 'irreducible' (that is, 'n-irreducible' in the terminology of [ 8] ) if 
'v'xEIR, 'v'BE'!ll with 1r(B)>O, 3n;;.1 such that r(x,B)>O. (1.4) 
It is well known (e.g. by [8, Theorem 8.1, p. 38]) that under our restrictions, (1.4) 
implies the (seemingly stronger) Harris recurrence property: 
'v'x E IR, 'v' BE :Jl with 1r(B) > 0, 
P( Yn E B for infinitely many n ;;. 11 Y0 = x) = 1. 
A strictly stationary real sequence X:= (Xk> k E 7L) is said to be representable as 
an 'instantaneous function' of a strictly stationary real Markov chain Y := ( Yk> k E 7L) 
if there exists a Borel function g: IR ~ IR such that 'v' k E 7L, Xk = g( Yk)· 
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Let .i;l denote the class of all strictly stationary real sequences which have the 
same distribution as a sequence which is an instantaneous function of a strictly 
stationary real Markov chain satisfying the irreducibility condition (1.4). 
It is well known (see e.g. [8, Theorem 2.1, p. 7]) that a strictly stationary real 
Markov chain Y==(Yk, kE7l) satisfying (1.4) possesses a 'C-set': a set CE:Jll with 
1r( C)> 0, accompanied by a positive integer n and a positive number c, such that 
for all pairs of Borel subsets A c C and B c C, one has that 
P( Yo E A, Yn E B)~ c · 1r(A) · 1r(B). 
As an elementary corollary, every sequence m the class .i;l has a C -set. In a 
conversation between Michael Keane and Henry Berbee in the late 1970's the 
question arose whether, for stationary real sequences, membership in the class .i;l 
would automatically follow from certain mixing conditions, such as ¢-mixing or 
the (weaker) condition known as 'absolute regularity'. (For the definition of'absolute 
regularity', together with a discussion of its use in the study of statistical inference 
for dependent processes, see e.g. Yoshihara [10].) Keane suggested (verbally) that 
one might be able to answer this question by using C-sets; for example, if a (say 
absolutely regular or even ¢-mixing) stationary sequence failed to possess a C-set 
then it could not belong to .i;l. This suggestion of Keane motivated the construction 
of the examples of Berbee and the author [2], and it was applied directly in the 
first of those examples, in [2, Sections 1-3]. That was a strictly stationary real 
sequence which was 1./J* -mixing (hence ¢-mixing, and hence also absolutely regular) 
with exponential mixing rates, but which failed to have a C-set and hence failed 
to belong to .i;l. 
A close examination of all of the examples in [2] will show that none of them 
has a 'faster than exponential' rate such as (1.1). However, by modifying the first 
example in [2], we shall prove the following result: 
Theorem 1. Suppose c1 , c2 , c3 , ••• is an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers. Then 
there exists a strictly stationary real sequence X:= (Xb k E 71_) with the following two 
properties: 
(1) 'Vn ~ 1, 4>(n)""' 1./J*(n) -1""' en; and 
(2) X fails to belong to the class .i;l. 
Because of the modifications, the proof will be given in full, in Section 2. Again 
Keane's suggestion will be used; the sequence X constructed for Theorem 1 will 
in fact have C-sets, but (in a certain sense that plays a key role in the proof) 'not 
enough' of them for X to belong to .i;l. Obviously Theorem 1 shows that ( 1.1) does 
not imply membership in .i;l. Replacing Xk by arctan Xk if necessary, one can of 
course have the sequence X in Theorem 1 be bounded. 
Aaronson, Gilat, Keane, and deValk [1] gave examples of strictly stationary 
!-dependent sequences which are not a '2-block' factor of an i.i.d. sequence. It 
remains an open question (posed in [2]) whether there exist stationary !-dependent 
(or even just m-dependent) sequences that do not belong to the class .i;l. 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We start with an elementary lemma [3, Lemma 1]: 
Lemma 1. Supposed,, .'/12 , .'/13 , ••• and ~ 1 , ~2 , ~3 , ••• are u-fields; and the u-fields 
d" v ~"' n = 1, 2, 3, ... , are independent. Then 
Next let us tum our attention to the construction of a class of strictly stationary se-
quences which will serve as 'building blocks' for the sequence X in Theorem 1. 
Definition 1. Suppose m ;;. 2 is an integer. A random sequence is said to have the 
9'(m)-distribution if it has the same distribution as the random sequence W:= 
( Wk, k E Z) defined as follows: First let V:= ( Vk. k E Z) be a sequence ofi.i.d. random 
variables taking their values in {1, 2, ... , m} with the 'uniform' distribution: P( V0 = 
j)=1/mVj=1, ... ,m. Let W:=(Wk.kEZ) be the random sequence defined as 
follows: For each k E Z, wk := vk. I( vk ¥ vk+!) where I( . .. ) denotes the indicator 
function. 
Lemma 2. Suppose m ;;. 2 is an integer and W := ( Wk, k E Z) is a random sequence 
with the 9'( m) -distribution. Then W has the following properties: 
( 1) W is strictly stationary and !-dependent. 
(2) P(W0 =0)=1/m, and P(W0 =j)=(m-1)/m2 Vj=l, ... , m. 
(3) P( W0 = W, = j) = 0 Vj = 1, ... , m. 
(4) 1/1*( W, 1)::;;;; m/(m -1). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the sequence W is accompanied 
by a sequence V, with all conditions in Definition 1 fulfilled. Properties (1), (2), 
and (3) in Lemma 2 are trivial; we only need to prove (4). 
Let C and D be arbitrary events in u( Wk. k::;;;; 0) and u( Wk. k ;;.1) respectively, 
such that P( C)> 0 and P(D) > 0. (Here and in what follows, u( · · ·) denotes the 
u-field generated by ( · · · ).) It suffices to prove for these two events that 
P(CnD)/[P(C) · P(D)]:o;;;mj(m-1). 
Let us digress for a moment. Define the following events: 
A(O,j):={W0 =j}, j=1, ... ,m, 
A(l,j) := {lo/f = j, lo//+ 1 = · · · = W0 = 0}, [::;;;; -1, j= 1, ... , m, 
B(l,j):= {W, = j}, j= 1, ... , m, 
B(l,j) := { W1 = · · · = lo/f_, = 0, lo/1 = j}, I;;. 2, j = 1, ... , m. 
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Modulo an event of probability 0, the events A(l,j), I,:;; 0, 1 ,:;j,:;; m form a countable 
partition of our probability space D. The same is true for the events B(l,j), I~ 1, 
1 ,:;; j,:;; m. By some elementary arithmetic, one has that 
P( C n D) P(A(l,j) n C n B(L, J) n D) 
,:;sup 
P( C)P(D) P(A(l,j) n C)· P(B(L, J) n D) 
where the sup is taken over all I,:;; 0, j E {1, ... , m}, L ~ 1, J E {1, ... , m} such that 
the denominator in the right-hand side is >0. 
Now let I,:;; 0, j E {1, ... , m}, L~ 1, J E {1, ... , m} be arbitrary but fixed, such that 
P(A(l,j) n C)> 0 and P(B(L, J) n D)> 0. To prove (4) in Lemma 2, it now suffices 
to prove for these fixed integers I, j, L, J that 
P(A(l,j) n C n B(L, J) n D) m 
_ ___:___:_::_:_ __ .:______:____:_ _ ___:__ ,<::: --
P(A(I,j) n C)· P(B(L, J) n D)~ m -1. 
Let us digress again and state an elementary standard technical lemma: If .s!l and 
:JJ are <T-fields and A is an atom of .s!l, then V FE .s!l v :JJ, 3B E :JJ such that An F ==An 
B. (Here == means that the symmetric difference has probability 0.) Now A(l,j) is 
an atom of <T( Wk. I,:;; k,:;; 0). Let C* E <T( Wk. k,:;; 1-1) be an event such that A(l,j) n 
C* == A(l,j) n C. Similarly let D* E <T( Wk> k ~ L+ 1) be such that B(L, J) n D* == 
B(L, J) n D. To prove (4), our task is to prove that 
P(A(I,j) n C* n B(L, J) n D*) m 
_ _:__:_::__:___,--_ ___:___:__.:___----'-:-<--
P(A(l,j) n C*) · P(B(L, J) n D*) ~ m -1. (2.1) 
Now 
and 
B(L, J) ={V1 = · · · = VL =l}n{VL+I ~J}. 
lfj = J then A(l,j) n B(L, J) c {j ~ V1 = j} (the empty set), and (2.1) holds trivially 
because its left-hand side is 0. Henceforth we assume that j ~ J. 
Now D* c <T( Vk. k ~ L + 1), and hence the events { V1 = · · · = VL = J} and { VL+J ~ 
J} n D* are independent. Hence 
1 m-1 
P(B(L, J) (} D*) =~. --. P(D* I VL+I ~ J). 
m m 
By similar arguments, 
m-1 
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P(A(l,j) n C* n B(L, J) n D*) 
= P( C* n { l't = j} n { l't+ 1 = · · · = VL = J} n { VL+I ;e J} n D*) 
1 1 m -1 
= P( C* ll't = j) . -. ~. --. P(D* I VL+l ,e J). 
m m m 
Plugging these in, we get that the left-hand side of (2.1) is equal to m/(m -1). This 
completes the proof of (4) in Lemma 2. (In fact, we clearly have equality there.) D 
Proof of Theorem 1. Here we follow the construction in [2, Sections 1-3], with small 
modifications. 
Let c1 , c2 , c3 , ••• be as in the statement of Theorem 1. For each n ;;;,; 1 define the 
number dn := (1/n) · min{cr, ... , en}. Then d~> d2 , d3 , ••• is a strictly decreasing 
sequence of positive numbers, converging to 0 as n-HXJ, and dn ~en for all n. These prop-
erties will be used freely in what follows. 




For each n = 1, 2, 3, ... let x(n) := (X~"l, k E Z) be a strictly stationary sequence 
taking only the values {0, 1, 2, ... mn}, with the following two properties: 
and 
The sequence (X~~l, k E Z) has the 9'(mn)-distribution; 
Then o--fields o-(X£:">, k=.j mod n),j=l, ... , n, 
are independent (if n;;;,; 2). 
Assume further that 
These sequences x(n>, n = 1, 2, 3, ... ' 




Let h be a bimeasurable one-to-one mapping from {0, 1, ... , m1} x 
{0, 1, .... , m2}x{O, 1, ... , m3}x ···onto R 
Define the random sequence X:= (Xb k E Z) as follows: 
Vk E z, xk := h(X~0, X~2>, x~>, ... ). 
By an elementary argument, this sequence X is strictly stationary. We shall verify 
that it has the properties (1) and (2) in Theorem 1. 
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Proof of (1). Let N? 1 be arbitrary but fixed. Taking note of (1.2), we just need 
to show that 1/f*(X, N) -1 ~eN. 
For each n, 1 ~ n ~ N -1 (if N? 2), 1/f*(x<n>, N) = 1 by (2.4), (2.5) and Lemma 
2 (part (1)). For each n? N, 
log 1/!*(X(nJ, N) ~log 1/J*(X(nl, 1) 
~ n ·log(rnn/(rnn -1)) 
~ log(l + dn) -log(l + dn+l). 
Here the first inequality is trivial; the second holds by (2.4), (2.5), Lemma 2 (part 
(4)), and Lemma 1; and the third is simply (2.3). Hence by (2.6) and Lemma 1, 
00 
log I/!*( X, N) = I log 1/!*(X(nl, N) 
n=l 
00 
~ I [log(l + dn) -log(l + dn+l)] 
n=N 
= log(l + dN) 
~ log(l +eN). 
Thus 1/f*(X, N) -1 ~eN, and the proof of (1) is complete. 
Proof of (2). Suppose X E .M. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that there exists a strictly stationary real 
Markov chain Y := ( Yk. k E £:), with (invariant) marginal distribution 1r(B) and 
n-step transition probabilities r(x, B), such that the irreducibility condition (1.4) 
holds, and there exists a Borel function g: IR ~ IR such that for all k E £:, Xk = g( Yk ). 
Let D denote the Borel set whose elements are the real numbers h(a 1 , a2 , a3 , •• • ) 
such that an E {1, 2, .... , rnn} Vn? 1. Then {X0 E D} = {X6nl =P 0 Vn? 1}. For each 
n~ 1, P(X~n) =0) = 1 /mn ~ 1 /3n by (2.2 ), (2.4 ), and Lemma 2. It follows trivially that 
P(X0 ED)>0. Define the Borel set D*==g- 1(D). Then n(D*)>O. 
Now we (indirectly) use C-sets. By [8, Theorem 2.1, p. 7], there exists a positive 
measure J.t on (IR, '.Jl ), accompanied by a positive integer N and a number e > 0, 
such that t-t(D*)>O and VA, BE'.Jl, P(Y0 EA, YN E B)?e· t-t(A) · t-t(B). Defining 
the positive measure v := J.tg -I on (IR, '.Jl ), we have v( D)> 0 and VA, BE :Jl, P(X0 E 
A, XN E B)? e · v(A) · v(B). 
For each j = 1, ... , mN let A1 denote the Borel set whose elements are the real 
numbers h(ah a2 , a3 , .• • ) such that aN= j. Since D c A 1 u · · · u Am<Nb there exists 
lE{l, ... , mN} such that v(A1 nD)>0. For such a J, 
P(X~N) = x<;) = J) = P(XoE Ah XN E A]) 
?e·[v(A1 )f 
>0. 
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However, P(X~NJ=X~l=J)=O by (2.4) and Lemma 2 (part (3)). Thus we have 
a contradiction, and hence the sequence X cannot be a member of.$/. This completes 
the proof. D 
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